Parts List

Tools Required

- Level
- Drill
- #2 Square Robinson Drill Bit
1a. Attach Stone Subtop
- Affix clips to frame, roughly 2" in from the ends of the base crossbeams. Note: Number of clips vary from four to eight depending on base size.
- Peel double-sided tape from top of clips.
- Place and press stone atop clips, being careful to center stone over base.

1b. Attach Wood Subtop or Wood Drawer
- Affix clips to frame, roughly 2" in from the ends of the base crossbeams. Note: Number of clips vary from four to eight depending on base size.
- Peel double-sided tape from top of clips.
- Place and press wood or drawer atop clips, being careful to center over base.
- Remove wood top or drawer with attached clips from base.
- Fasten clips to underside of wood top or drawer.
- Replace wood top or drawer with fastened clips to frame.
2. Attach Glass Top
   - Peel one side of the double-faced tape from each of the four bumpers.
   - Carefully adhere bumper to top of each leg.
   - Peel the double-faced tape from the exposed side of the leg bumper.
   - Place and press glass onto top of legs, being careful to center glass over base.
   - Level table